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Key Points 

 
Oregon’s current air quality regulations often prevent natural resource managers from 
conducting prescribed fires to reduce fuel loading. The untreated fuels often still end up burning 
due to natural starts during fire season, producing more smoke, creating more hazardous fire 
conditions, and costing millions of dollars more than a prescribed burn. Regulations that 
designate high population areas as Smoke Sensitive Receptor Areas (SSRA) add additional 
roadblock to conducting prescribed burning in some areas. Though such regulations are intended 
to protect the public from dangerous levels of smoke in the air, they often instead create areas 
that are more prone to fire, and eventually burn anyway. 
 
Many of the air quality regulations were not written with any thought to prescribed burning, and 
some of them were enacted before prescribed burning was a regularly conducted practice. 
Making necessary revisions to the current regulations would allow land managers to conduct 
much needed fuel treatments. While this would create smoke in the short term, it would result in 
a reduced overall amount of smoke throughout the year, while also reducing fire hazard and 
improving the health of our forests. 
 
 
 
 
 
Executive Summary 
 
 
It is difficult to conduct prescribed fires in Oregon due to the state’s strict air quality regulations. 
While the regulations do ensure a high level of air quality in the state, they also severely restrict 
prescribed burning, which is critical for safety and forest health. While prescribed fires do create 
smoke, when compared to wildfire smoke it has a much lower impact on air quality and human 
health. This is because managers have no control over the conditions when a wildfire starts, 
which often means wildfires are much bigger and do not occur during favorable weather (Berger 
et al., 2019). Evidence of the significant impact wildfires have on air quality can be seen in the 
air quality data from 2018, in which 93% of all poor air quality days are as a result of wildfires 
(Burns and Miller, 2019). In contrast to prescribed fires, wildfires generally last longer and 
consume more vegetation per acre, which also means they generate more smoke (Berger et al., 
2019). 
 
To combat this air quality barrier, Oregon approved a policy for new air quality rules to allow 
more prescribed fire within the state, attempting to address these issues around executing 
prescribed fire operations. The revised air quality rules allow some smoke from prescribed 
burning, as long as it measures well below levels considered harmful for sensitive groups.  
 
There is more that can and needs to be done to combat this air quality barrier. The hourly limit in 
the new air quality rules needs to be removed, or lessened, to allow more prescribed burn 
flexibility, and communities need to become more prepared for smoke to ensure the health and 
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safety of the public. Smoke Sensitive Receptor Areas, which are areas designated for the highest 
level of protection under the Smoke Management Plan, should also become more prepared for 
any smoke that may enter the area. Being prepared to deal with smoke from prescribed fire is a 
key part of allowing them to be implemented without the serious health implications of any 
potential smoke. 
 
 
 
Context and Importance 
 
 
Fire management policies in the United States have changed significantly in the last three 
decades. From the founding of the Forest Service through the 1960’s official policy called for 
aggressive fire suppression. In spite of this there were factions that supported prescribed burning 
and continued its use, many of which were in the southeastern U.S. (Johnson and Hale, 2000). 
Bobwhite hunting is a popular pastime in the southeast, and hunting ranches realized that 
burning was crucial to maintaining healthy quail populations. 
 
During the 1960’s and 70’s the Forest Service realized that their fire suppression policy had 
inadvertently caused high levels of fuel build up in forests across the country. The result of this 
was that, even though fires were still aggressively suppressed each year, they were becoming 
bigger and harder to control (Ford et al., 2000). Concurrent with these events, there was 
mounting scientific evidence that some forests needed to burn in order to stay healthy. Due to 
this, in the 1970’s and 80’s forest policy began to shift toward fire management rather than fire 
suppression. Although this shift benefitted forest health, the large amounts of accumulated fuel 
in the forests meant managing fires during the driest part of the year was very difficult. The fires 
were too likely to get out of control and possibly cause excessive damage. 
 
In order to combat this issue, forest managers began doing prescribed burns again. Prescribed 
burning allowed managers to choose the weather conditions of the fire, as well as construct 
containment lines and gather resources beforehand. Often the prescribed burns were conducted 
in the spring or fall when temperatures are lower, and moisture is higher. This helped ensure that 
the fire did not get too intense, not only making fires easier to control, but also ensuring that the 
overstory trees were not killed by too much heat. 
 
When air quality regulations started to become stricter, the window in which managers could 
conduct their burns grew smaller. If ideal weather did not present itself during this small 
window, they were forced to either conduct a less safe burn, or risk more severe wildfires during 
the summer. With these limitations that could result in more severe wildfires, it takes more 
funding away from prescribed burning, in fact from 2013 to 2018 the federal government spent 
much more on fire suppression than prescribed burn treatments (see Figure 1). If more money 
was allocated to prescribed burn treatments it would reduce the money spent on fire suppression, 
which could lead to even more treatments that improve forest heath. 
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Figure 1. The federal government spending on fire suppression and prescribed burns from 2013 
to 2018 in millions of dollars. 

 
 
 
 
Critique of the Policy 
 
 
The changes that were made to Oregon’s Smoke Management Plan were a step in the right 
direction in regard to implementing more prescribed burning. These changes will allow land 
managers to implement more prescribed burns without incurring as many infractions. However, 
these changes are not the solution and the national air quality regulations may be too stringent. 
The National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) limit the PM 2.5, which is fine 
particulate matter, to 35 micrograms/cu meter averaged over a 24-hour period. In Oregon, the 
limit for PM 2.5 is 26 micrograms/cu meter per hour (Division of Forestry Smoke Management 
Rules), which is less than the national level in order to prevent a NAAQS violation. 
 
The national restrictions prevent Oregon from increasing their allowed PM 2.5 above that level, 
so although they increased the allowed PM 2.5 it can only be raised so much. If the National 
Ambient Air Quality Standards excluded prescribed fire from the restrictions, even more 
prescribed burning could take place, reducing forest fuels and mitigating the risk of high severity 
fire. Reducing these high severity fires would be beneficial to the overall air quality in many 
areas, due to the fact that a majority of unhealthy air quality days come from wildfires (Burns 
and Miller, 2019). With this exclusion there would be plans set into place to protect the public, 
particularly those at risk. Allowing increased PM 2.5 would have health risks associated with it, 
so it is important to consider how those would be mitigated. 
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In order to make the changes that were made to Oregon’s air quality rules more effective, the 
limits of 70 micrograms/cu meter per hour should have been excluded. This is where a majority 
of infractions occur as it can be challenging to meet this regulation. Instead of implementing 
these hourly limits they should instead require all communities to develop a Community 
Response Plan. These Community Response Plans will help prepare the community for smoke 
and ensure the health and safety of the people, while also allowing smoke to enter these 
communities to prevent even larger amounts of smoke that may enter from wildfires. In this 
current Smoke Management Plan, land managers can be exempt from this 1-Hour limit if the 
surrounding at risk communities have developed Community Response Plans. Instead of 
allowing these exemptions, they should make Community Response Plans a requirement, then 
they should remove the limit of 70 micrograms/cu meter per hour. 
 
 
 
Policy Recommendations 
 
 
Additional changes need to be made to the national air quality standards regarding emissions 
from prescribed burns, although the changes made prior were a large leap in the right direction. 
With the changes that Oregon has made to their air quality restrictions, the DEQ calculated that 
that about 80 percent of the smoke intrusions over the past decade would no longer rise to that 
punitive level, which can be seen in Figure 2 (Burns, 2019). However, the problem lies with the 
hourly average limit of 70 micrograms/cu meter and the constraints it applies to prescribed 
burning operations. 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Instances of community smoke intrusions under Oregon’s Smoke Management 
Plan from 2010 to June 5th, 2019. 
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Due to the topographic location of communities such as Baker City, which lies at the bottom of a 
forested hill, these communities struggle to successfully avoid a smoke intrusion because of the 
hourly limit (Burns and Miller, 2019). This hourly limit is extremely demanding of the operation, 
if not infeasible entirely. This is mostly due to the natural behavior of smoke during the changing 
temperatures of daytime and night as it will creep down the hill at night and concentrate PM 2.5. 
As mentioned before, a Community Response Plan can also be utilized by the community as a 
whole, allowing for exemption from the hourly average limits. This has shown to be effective in 
both Bend, Oregon as well as Ashland, Oregon. These communities live in close proximity to 
fire dependent forests as well as having a significant Wildland Urban Interface (WUI). 
 
A large WUI exacerbates the community's need for a Community Response Plan as this 
massively drives up the cost of fighting a potential wildfire, which could possibly be avoided or 
have the probability lowered by implementing more prescribed fire. If Community Response 
Plans were simply required by communities larger than 2,000 in population it would force 
communities to acknowledge fire risk and unhealthy forest conditions, likely resulting in 
implementing prescribed burns in areas that have not been treated in many years. Additionally, 
this would assist with evacuation plans, as well as determine localized requirements for road or 
school closures which provide the entire local population with a more transparent management 
plan and emergency plan.  
 
A strong first step toward establishing a community response plan will entail community 
education. This will likely come as an informative meeting or workshop in the beginning stages 
but eventually transition into an individual community level and will cover things such as 
evacuation plans, Weather conditions appropriate for prescribed burning, and a financial risk 
breakdown of both the resources on the landscape surrounding the community as well as the 
communal commodities such as the town buildings and real estate. This implementation of 
Community Response Plans will be beneficial in allowing managers to bypass strict regulations 
as well as garnering public support for the operation.  
 
Smoke sensitive receptor areas can act similar to communities in that they can be a block to 
prescribed burning because of hourly smoke limits in the area. These areas are often tourist 
hotspots and could be well removed from any towns or buildings such as a hiking area. In order 
to combat this, the owner or manager of the area could form a sensitive area response plan 
(SARP). Included in the SARP would be evacuation plans, determinants for closure as well as 
the length of closure assorted with specific air quality infractions, and specifics around timing of 
year and strategy for implementing a prescribed burn in the area. Since these areas are usually of 
high aesthetic value, protective restrictions for the area to avoid losing control of the burn would 
be required, such as a no wind day or downslope wind.  
 
In conclusion, the changing of national and state air quality regulations in 2019 has already been 
effective at allowing more prescribed fire to be administered on to the landscape before fire 
season and may be our best path to keeping smoke levels during fire season reasonable in the 
coming years. Although it is a step in the right direction, Oregon’s air quality regulations still 
need to be altered to require communities to prepare a Community Response Plan. This will 
bypass the 70 micrograms/cubic meter hourly average which has been the cause of most 
infractions following the original changing of the policy. We should see a large difference as a 
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Recommendations 

reduction in unhealthy smoke levels as well as a large increase in community preparedness if 
these changes can be added. 
 

 
 
 
 
• The hourly limit needs to be removed, or lessened, to allow more prescribed burn 

flexibility. 
• Community Response Plans (CRP) need to be developed in every Oregon community, to 

ensure the health and safety of the public, preparing them for any unhealthy air quality 
days produced by prescribed fires. 

• Applicable SSRA’s create a similar response plan which could be labeled as Sensitive 
Area Response Plans (SARP). 
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